GEAR LAUNDERING
FOR FIRE DEPARTMENTS

ExpressDry
GEAR DRYER
GEAR LAUNDERING FOR FIRE DEPARTMENTS

Firefighters know dirty gear is dangerous. As more and more particles and chemicals attach to protective gear, it gradually loses its effectiveness — putting firefighters and those they come in contact with at risk. The apparel that’s designed to protect can be hazardous when dirty because it reflects less radiant heat, becomes flammable and can even conduct electricity.

Continental Girbau’s ExpressDry Gear Dryers, with touchscreen controls, safely and quickly dry up to 8 sets of turnout gear and accessories with ambient air. ExpressDry align with gear manufacturer drying requirements and comply with NFPA 1851 recommendations for drying gear.

TARGET HARD-TO-DRY AREAS
The patented design uses powerful fans that push air through gear from the inside out — effectively drying the hard to reach areas and vapor barriers in gear that are prone to mold and mildew if not dried properly. The unique design of our PPE gear drying system limits air loss and prevents air flow from following the path of least resistance. The result? Faster, more efficient drying and an increased ability to dry more suits in the same amount of time.

FLEXIBILITY FOR ALL GEAR COMPONENTS
The ExpressDry XD-4 Gear Dryer comes fully loaded with 4 helmet dryers and 12 component ports for drying all accessories including helmets, gloves, boots, face masks and SCBAs. Keeping you dry and comfortable is our job.

TOUCH SCREEN CONTROL FOR DRYING WITH AMBIENT AIR
A touch screen control on ExpressDry gear dryers gives users immediate visual access to the drying status/dry time remaining and personalized control of dry time/temperature through customized settings. The control features a simple user interface with clearly defined icons. Users can select one the drying time presets including a continuous drying option, or they can choose the custom timer option — a feature that allows users to select a custom dry time based on their department’s unique drying needs. When the dryer is in use, the screen clearly displays the drying status using a series of easy-to-understand icons and a timer countdown keeps users abreast of dry time remaining. The touch screen is extremely durable with a smooth flat screen that is easy to clean.

FEATURE STRUCTURALLY SUPERIOR CONSTRUCTION
Heavy-duty casters provide mobility for the unit and top-quality steel construction of the frame and air passages ensure that Continental ExpressDry Gear Dryers are built to last. We design our gear dryers to be the most structurally superior gear dryers available and stand by them with an industry leading warranty!

AVAILABLE MODELS:
XD-4 – 4 station Express Dry Gear Dryer
XD-6 – 6 station Express Dry Gear Dryer
XD-8 – 8 Station Express Dry Gear Dryer
XD4-IHT – 4 Stations Express Dry Gear Dryer with Invertible Stickmen